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Bicester
Bicester is a rural market town, located in the south
east of the District. Established on a river crossing of
the River Bure, an ancient route between Oxford and
Buckingham, it sits at the northern edge of the Otmoor
lowlands next to a band of limestone and Cornbrash.
The river and a railway embankment provide variation
to the otherwise flat topography. Graven Hill, located
at the south east of town, is the only topographic
feature of note.
Bicester’s historic core is still the commercial centre
and the civic heart of the town. It formed from the
coalescence of three settlements: King’s End, Market
End and Crockwell and was influenced by the route
of the River Bure. Aside from redevelopment in the
centre, it changed little through the eighteenth to midtwentieth centuries.

The bulk of the historic core consists of two or three
storey vernacular buildings of limestone rubble or red
brick with some re-fronted timber framed buildings
along the old London Road. Building frontage in the
town centre is continuous; strongly defining the public
realm. The green spaces within Bicester provide
valuable relief from the densely built town centre and
mature trees positively contribute to the townscape.
The shape of the town altered in the twentieth century
with the establishment of the RAF station and later the
Ordnance Depot. Housing estates were developed
around the periphery of the historic core. These are
well cared for, but poorly connected to the centre and
lack local distinctiveness. From a population of 5,512 in
1961, numbers grew to an estimated 32,640 in 2011.

This drawing incorporates information from the Ordnance Survey which is © Crown Copyright. ABA Licence: AL1000 17547
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Key characteristics include:
•
A compact medieval core, defined by a clear
network of streets and defined frontages. There
are a wide range of building styles reflecting the
development of the area over the centuries, but
harmony is established through the consistent
rhythm of the plots, scale and materials
• Small areas of Victorian and Edwardian expansion
are typically terraced, constructed in local brick
• Much of the 20th century suburbs date from
the post war era. These are frequently based
on cul-de-sac structures, limiting their sense of
connection with other areas. The layout and
design of houses does little to reinforce local
distinctiveness. These areas, while well loved
by residents, are not appropriate for replication
in new development
The perimeter of Bicester is undergoing transformation
with significant new development planned in a series of
distinctive neighbourhoods. RAF Bicester is becoming
an interesting hub combining new technologies with
heritage, while Graven Hill is to develop a distinctive
character as a result of the council-led self-build
programme. To the north-west, Bicester Eco-town
is demonstrating new sustainable technologies and
new urban forms. To the south-west and south-east
housing growth areas are more normative in their
design.
Sustainable exemplars
The town of Bicester is undergoing significant
change and growth. This is reflected in its
designation under a number of Government funded
initiatives (Garden Town, Eco-town and Healthy
New Town) which aim to provide new homes with
a focus on innovative design and high levels of
sustainability.
The guiding principles of good urbanism contained
within this Guide must underpin all these proposals,
creating well-connected, distinctive, safe and
attractive places which engender civic pride and a
sense of community. However, the Guide recognises
that within sustainable exemplars, the development
of new buildings typologies, architectural styles and
materials may be appropriate. Bespoke design
solutions will be agreed in consultation with the
Council. Chapter 8 provides further details on
innovation and sustainability.

Bicester - Priory Road (top), Church Street (middle),
Elmbrook, North West Bicester (bottom)
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